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Tom’s Weekly Newsletter May 12, 2021 

The NASDAQ peaked out weeks prior and the strength in the Dow kept the 

S&P500 from rolling over sooner than it did and now the Dow has topped out 

(for now?) and had its worst day of trade since January of this year. 

This now calls out the questions of ‘what to do now?’ 

Start trying to pinpoint where a potential upcoming support area is for 

equities you follow.  Fibonacci support is a tool we like to use at Tom’s 

Trading Room. 

Look at the Q’s (QQQ) for example.  I would look to see if a test of the 38.2% 

Fib retracement zone provides an opportunity for some short-term bullish 

option opportunities. 

 

Tom Gentile 

C1P Chief 1-Percenter 
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Four Corners of the Market 
* Let’s look for potential upcoming Fib support pricing on SPY* 
 
SPY - SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust 

 
 
A drop to the 38.2% retracement shouldn’t be a scary thing for options 
traders.  If one has conviction for the markets lower that might be an 
intriguing prospect for a bearish option trade. 
 
For those looking for a support area in which to see if SPY at least stalls the 
sell off and look for short-term bullish option opportunities, I slapped the fibs 
on the chart. 
  
If a previous resistance pivot price at 397 doesn’t become new support, the 
38.2% fib retracement could take it to the 385 price area. 
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TLT - iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF 
 

 
 
I mentioned last week I will be interested to monitor how the equities trade 
compared to bonds (vice versa) as often times they trade inverse to each 
other. 
 
The equities markets have been rolling over the past week / handful of days 
for the Dow and S&P500 and where one would expect to see this cause a 
bullish move in bonds, it has not. 
 
The bullish SMA cross back mid-April didn’t amount to much. 
 
140 proved to be a resistance price area TLT could not breakout and through. 
 
It is now close to forming /maybe is forming a bearish SMA cross. 
 
Follow through on that technical breakdown could result in TLT retracing to 
its March lows. 
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UUP - Invesco DB US Dollar Index Bullish Fund 
 

 
 
Remember with technical analysis, patterns don’t always play out to specific 
to the penny accuracy. 
 
This means it is more an art than a science.  Take the chart above on UUP. 
 
The three yellow ovals represent a price support are for UUP.  24.20 is 
deemed a support price area more so than 24.20 is an exact support price. 
 
UUP is more of a gauge for me n assessing market direction where strength in 
the US Dollar can cause weaker/lower equity prices. 
 
The rolling over of prices in S&P and Dow and the pop in UUP is not 
surprising.  If equity prices continue to slide I can see UUP nudge higher to 
that overhead price resistance are of 24.60. 
 
That’s not me saying I am looking at a UUP option trade, but more of a reason 
to continue to analyze bearish options setups on stocks. 
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USO - United States Oil Fund, LP 
 

 
 
This is a sector of the markets that has shown positive relative strength, 
meaning while the broader markets have traded lower the past week USO has 
yet to buckle over. 
 
That may be until now. 
 
Granted USO closed at yearly highs today, it’s trading day formed a Japanese 
candle called a shooting star. 
 
This is a candle body that typically comes at the end of an uptrend. 
 
It is a one day pattern and becomes more significant when it is part of a two-
day pattern (bearish engulfing, dark cloud cover) or a three-day pattern 
(evening star reversal). 
 
The fact it happened shouldn’t be totally ignored as it could indicate a 
potential end to the bullish run for the time being.  What happens in the next 
day or so may speak more to what’s to come. 
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GLD - SPDR Gold Shares 
 

 
 
Turns out a test of resistance at 168 wasn’t much of a concern at all. 
 
GLD ran up to a prior support and is now looking like it’s using that as a new 
resistance. 
 
GLD looks like it is filling the gap higher 4-5 trading days ago that has a chance 
of GLD now resuming trading higher. 
 
Should it trade through 172 resistance I could see GLD making a move to just 
under 176 or even fill the gap the first week of the year around 179. 
 
Why do I feel this is possible, (not guaranteeing it will)? 
 
GLD represents Gold and that commodity is deemed a safe haven and if 
equities are deemed too risky to put one’s money to work, that money could 
very easily rotate (rotate even more) into GLD. 
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From the Desk of a CMT, Response to Current Market Conditions 
 
In addition to technical indicators, I do like to monitor market structure issues 
– things like short-squeezes, unwinding of algorithmic trades used by 
institutional traders, sector rotations, and selling healthy assets to meet 
margin calls, among others. It’s important to mention Fed activities as a 
market structure consideration. 
 
I have a healthy suspicion when I read headlines from investment bank 
analysts making the case for continued bullish behavior (makes me think they 
have large client positions to off-load), but we’re in different territory right 
now. It seems a little more like 1998 – 1999 these days when there were 
plenty of institutional analysts providing warnings of a bubble until there was 
finally a burst in 2000.  
 
So, what’s a trader to do? 
 
How to Navigate Market Concerns 
 
Last week I suggested traders should examine your portfolio approach to risk, 
including broad market risk. There are a lot of things you can do if you feel 
uncomfortable about these elevated market levels. Note the qualitative 
assessment here, “feel uncomfortable”. It’s a legitimate thing to manage in 
trading. 
 
1. First and foremost, follow a plan that has money management and risk 
management rules 
a. If you follow allocation ranges, you can reduce trading dollars to the 
lower end of the range 
b. Use a mix of strategies to diversify holdings if it suits your plan and style 
 
2. It doesn’t have to be all or nothing 
a. You can scale into and out of positions 
b. Unless you are following a specific, systematic approach, you can reduce 
position size. 
 
3. A small hedge may provide peace of mind and allow you to go about 
your trading business 
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4. Add analysis of different time frames to your routine to broaden your 
view of market conditions 
 
If all of your (back-tested) signals on telling you all systems are “go” and these 
markets present continued opportunities, then keep doing what you’re doing. 
The volatility that has returned to the markets can absolutely be a good thing 
for option traders. 
 
The Impact of The Fed 
 
During the first Quantitative Easing (QE) foray I needed to understand Fed 
impact from a quantitative perspective, and I found the impact was significant 
(both volatility and negative returns were muted throughout this period). It 
gave me a very healthy appreciation for the power of the Fed and their ability 
to lift asset prices (“wealth effect”). I made the mistake of underestimating 
their commitment to a strong stock market during the great recession and 
have learned my lesson. 
 
The only problem is that when the Fed loses control, it can get ugly fast. 
 
The last two decades have seen multiple bubbles that can build for extended 
periods of time then drop quickly before some traditional technical tools 
signal a problem. I found John Hussman’s monthly market commentary 
helped me from a market psychology standpoint. 
 
Hussman’s work resonated for me because he managed to adapt to Fed 
impacts after years of grappling with markets in the 2000’s – this included 
early exits and late entries. Hussman is a quantitative valuation expert who 
ultimately required market internals to be sufficiently weak before doing 
things like reducing allocations when assets were overvalued. 
 
His is simply one approach that can be taken because over-valuation of assets 
is not a sufficient sell signal – they can remain at high levels for extended 
periods of time. Capitalizing on market trends, whether you like how they are 
generated or not, is important.  
 
My response is to see if there are any low-risk bearish opportunities to 
consider. I focused on a bearish simple moving average (SMA) screen and will 
run through the case study quickly after the WBA case study update. 
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WBA Update 
 
Since the original conditions for market entry of the WBA case study no longer 
existed (ADX declining below 20), an early exit on May 11th resulted in a loss 
of $186 when the call was closed (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1: WBA Jul 55 Call Case Study as of 5/4/2021 
 
TTWO Case Study  
 
Using Stocks > Stock Rankers > Moving Averages, Figure 2 displays a ranker 
using bearish settings for the 50-day SMA and 200-day SMA. It was run on 
5/11/2021 on the S&P 500 Optionable stock list. 
 
Take Two Interactive Software (TTWO) was the top ranked stock for the scan 
performed and it’s considered low-risk because it is just below its 200-day 
SMA. This provides a nearby exit for a small loss if the stock can break through 
this resistance area.  
 
Figure 3 provides the scan results and Figures 4 & 5 display two chart views. I 
added the Stock Chart Fibonacci setting to the second chart to help display the 
possible formation of a complex head & shoulders for TTWO. 
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The volume picture is not textbook but is acceptable. We will be using 
Fibonacci lines, not the head and shoulders pattern as a bearish target since it 
seems there is more time required for this potential bearish pattern to set-up. 
 

 
Figure 2: Bearish Moving Average Scan on S&P 500 Optionable Stocks 
(5/11/2021) 
 

 
Figure 3: Bearish SMA Scan Results 
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As you go further out in time from the cross your exit risk may be increasing if 
price is further away from the 200-day SMA. TTWO is approximately $10 
below the 200-day SMA (178) which is 6% above Tuesday’s close at 
approximately $168.  
 
Note in Figure 4 that today’s 200-day SMA approximates the 38.2% Fibonacci 
retracement level making $178 an important price level for TTWO. 

 
Figure 3: TTWO Daily Chart with 50-day & 200-day SMAs and Volume Bars 
(5/11/2021) 
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Scan captured the bearish cross of the 50-day SMA down below the 200-day 
SMA a few days ago. Note earnings are estimated to be released in 7 days. 
 

 
Figure 4: TTWO Daily Chart with Fibonacci Setting and Relative Strength 
Index (5/11/2021) 
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We’ll use Smart Search to identify a bearish case study after viewing the at-
the-money (ATM) implied volatility (IV) environment for TTWO. 
 

 
Figure 5: TTWO >90-day ATM IV Chart on 5/11/2021 

 
Although IV rising, it is relatively low when using the 50-day SMA as an 
objective comparison measure. 
 
If looking at a shorter-term horizon, be sure to note increasing ATM IV into 
earnings and any post-earnings crush that may occur. 
 
It appears even the >90-day ATM IV displayed above exhibits a post earnings 
drop.  
 
The Smart Searcher is accessed by navigating as follows: Searchers > Multi – 
Strategies > Smart Search.  A Bear Put Spread was selected to reduce the 
potential impact from an IV decline and help with slippage since a hedged 
position is more desirable for professionals on the other side of the spread.  
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The search result was sorted by Days (greatest to lowest) which brings us to a 
September expiration (Figure 6). 
 

 
Figure 6: September Bear Put Spreads for TTWO (5/11/2021) 
 
Since the target Fibonacci level at 61.8% is $156.30, two spreads with $155 
for the short leg of the bear put spread are highlighted. 
 
This case study will use the $5 spread. Note that conditions are expected to 
change when this article posts and the same steps should be followed to 
assess conditions if you decide to run the bearish SMA scan later this week. 
 
Case Study Details: 
Buy 2 Sep 160 – 155 bear Put Spread for TTWO @ Net Debit of $370 
 
Exit: 
• Exit for expected loss if price closes above $178.09 for two days 
• Exit for expected loss if price closes above 200-day SMA for two days 
• Exit the following day for an expected gain if price reaches $156.30 
• Exit by Friday August 13th for a timed exit to avoid continued theta 
decay 
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Consider identifying a scaling out approach to capture additional gains if 
conditions warrant. 
 

 
Figure 6: Case Study Data for TTWO Bear Put Spread (5/11/2021) 
 
Regards, Clare White, CMT 
 
Thank you, Clare! 
Tom Gentile 
C1P (Chief 1-percenter) 
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Disclaimers 
Stock and options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. 
 
You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the stock and 
options market.  Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose. 
This is neither an offer to buy/sell/ or recommend a particular stock or option. 
 
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations.  Unlike an actual 
performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. 
 
Also, since the trades have not been actually executed, the results may have under or 
overcompensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity.  
Simulated trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed with 
hindsight. 
 
No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar 
to those shown. 
Disclaimer of Warranties and Liabilities Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC including 
employees, consultants, and editors ("Publisher") cannot and do not warrant the completeness or 
accuracy of the content found in our areas, or its usefulness for any particular purpose. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC also make no promises that our content or the service 
itself will be delivered to you uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free.  Under no circumstances 
will Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, or any other 
type of damages resulting from your use or downloading of any content on our site. 
 
This includes, but is in no way limited to, loss or injury caused in whole or in part by our negligence 
or by anything beyond our control in creating or delivering any portion of Tom Gentile and 
TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
You are agreeing that you bear responsibility for your own investment research and investment 
decisions.  You also agree that Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC will not be liable for any 
investment decision made or action taken by you or others based upon reliance on news, 
information, or any other material published by Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC relies on various sources of information that we believe 
to be accurate and reliable. However, we make no claims or representations as to the accuracy, 
completeness, or truth of any material contained on our site. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC are educational portals, providing content for educational 
and informational purposes only.  Neither Tom Gentile nor TomsTradingRoom, LLC are a 
broker/dealer.  Investors need a broker to trade stocks and options and must meet certain 
requirements.  All securities, futures, and investments data and ideas are offered to self-directed 
investors.  All prices in USD unless noted otherwise. 
 
A full disclaimer can be found here:  http://www.tomgentile.com/legal_disclaimers.html. 


